Abstract-Independent component analysis (ICA) has proven quite useful for the analysis of real world datasets such as functional resonance magnetic imaging (fMRI) data, where the underlying nature of the data is hard to model. It is particularly useful for the analysis of fMRI data in its native complex form since very little is known about the nature of phase. Phase information has been discarded in most analyses as it is particularly noisy. In this paper, we show that a complex ICA approach using a flexible nonlinearity that adapts to the source density is the more desirable one for performing ICA of complex fMRI data compared to those that use fixed nonlinearity, especially when noise level is high. By adaptively matching the underlying fMRI density model, the analysis performance can be improved in terms of both the estimation of spatial maps and the task-related time courses, especially for the estimation of phase of the time course. We also define a procedure for analysis and visualization of complex-valued fMRI results, which includes the construction of bivariate t-maps for multiple subjects and a complex-valued ICASSO [1] scheme for evaluating the consistency of ICA algorithms.
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I. INTRODUCTION

I
NDEPENDENT component analysis (ICA) is shown to be very useful for the analysis of fMRI data [2] - [4] . ICA algorithms can recover both the unknown linear mixing coefficients and the unknown underlying sources subject to a scaling and permutation ambiguity based on the assumption that the observed data (fMRI images) are linear mixtures of unknown independent sources (activation maps). ICA can minimize the constraints imposed on the temporal-or the spatial-dimension of the fMRI data. Hence, it provides valuable new insights, especially when studying paradigms for which reliable models of brain activity are not available.
Most fMRI studies analyze only the magnitude images from the MRI scanner. The information contained in the phase images is ignored in such analyses as they are deemed to be particularly noisy. However, it has been shown that there are activationdependent differences in the phase images, especially for voxels with larger venous blood fractions [5] . It has also been shown that the phase of the MR signal can provide excellent contrast for identifying in vivo anatomy with very high resolution [6] . Recent studies suggest that employing phase information in fMRI time series analysis can improve the statistical power of activation maps [7] or improve the localization of BOLD signal changes in gray matter by excluding larger vessels based on the phase signal changes they exhibit in response to activation [8] . There is growing evidence that using both the magnitude and phase in the analysis provides significant advantages, especially in terms of increased sensitivity and specificity [9] - [11] . More importantly, fMRI data are inherently noisy and the problem is especially compounded in the case of complex data because of the high noise level in the phase [12] - [14] . The phase may be able to provide valuable additional information in the understanding of the brain function, and given the challenges presented by the fMRI data, even a small improvement in the performance of fMRI data analysis results is valuable.
Most ICA algorithms using nonlinear functions are based on the maximum likelihood (ML) or the maximization of negentropy (MN) principle. The two criteria are equivalent when the demixing matrix is constrained to be unitary [15] . For instance, the popular FastICA algorithm [16] uses the principle of maximization of negentropy and has the unitary constraint on the separating matrix. Both ML ICA and MN ICA algorithms achieve the large sample optimality properties when the form of the nonlinear function matches the form of the pdf of the sources [17] , [18] . For ML estimation, the nonlinear function is optimal when it matches the derivative of log function of the source pdf. Hence, fixing the nonlinearity limits the achievable performance. However, all the complex ICA algorithms implemented for ICA of fMRI, such as the complex fastICA algorithm [19] and circular Infomax algorithm [20] , use a fixed nonlinearity. Even though this is a practical approach, these algorithms will not be optimal for most cases. Since very little is known about the density model of the estimated fMRI sources within the ICA framework, and in particular for the complex case, it is desirable to use an adaptive algorithm such that the density model is estimated for each source adaptively. Another limitation of complex fastICA algorithm and circular Infomax algorithm is that they impose a circularity assumption on the sources. A complex random variable is called circular when its pdf is invariant subject to a phase rotation. Since different fMRI sources might be circular or noncircular, it would be appropriate to apply complex ICA algorithms to fMRI data without making the circularity assumption on the sources.
In this paper, we show that adaptivity or density matching is important especially when the noise level is high. We study the performance of two classes of algorithms: those that are based on ML and MN. Within each class, we consider one commonly used solution with fixed nonlinearity and another recently proposed approach that adapts to the form of the source distribution during the adaptation. The two adaptive algorithms we use in the comparison are adaptive complex maximization of nonGaussianity (A-CMN) algorithm introduced in [21] - [23] based on the MN principle and the ICA by complex entropy bound minimization (complex ICA-EBM) algorithm presented in [24] based on the ML principle. Both algorithms assume a flexible density model and specifically, A-CMN assumes a generalized Gaussian density model and complex ICA-EBM assumes a maximum entropy density model. For both algorithms, there is no strict circularity assumption made on the sources and the parameters of the model are estimated explicitly or implicitly during the source separation.
In Section IV, we study the performance of the two adaptive complex ICA algorithms along with the two popular solutions using fixed nonlinearities to an fMRI dataset collected during a simple finger-tapping motor task. We show that adaptively matching the source density model leads to improved performance. Since the two classes of algorithms, MN ICA and ML ICA, have fundamental differences and the most important difference is the unitary constraint on the demixing matrix for the MN-based ICA algorithm, we have divided the four algorithms into two groups. One is the MN group that includes A-CMN and complex fastICA. The other is the ML group that includes ICA-EBM and the circular Infomax algorithm. We conduct the comparisons within each group and demonstrate the advantages of adaptive density matching for the problem. In addition, we address a number of issues in the analysis and visualization of ICA results of complex fMRI data and demonstrate the results using actual fMRI data for multiple subjects performing a motor task. Some of the preliminary results have been published in a short conference paper [25] .
In the next section, we first give a brief review of complex statistics and ICA, and then introduce the A-CMN algorithm and complex ICA-EBM algorithm in Section II-B. In Section III, we explain the pre-and post-processing for the complex fMRI data and provide a comparison of the performances of four competitive complex ICA algorithms when applied to fMRI analysis in Section IV. The conclusions are given in the last section.
II. THEORY
A. Complex ICA of fMRI Data
The probability density function (pdf) of a complex random variable X = X r + jX i is defined through its joint density function p X (x) =p X r X i (x r , x i ), where the subscript r and i denote the real and imaginary parts of the variable. A complex random variable X is called circular in the strict-sense when X and Xe j θ have the same pdf. A zero-mean random variable is called second-order circular (or proper) when its pseudocovariance is zero, i.e., E{X 2 } = 0. In the ICA analysis of fMRI data, we assume independence of spatial brain activations (for spatial ICA), and write the complex ICA model as x = As where x is the random vector of observation, A is the mixing matrix and s is the independent source vector. For the volume image data of v voxels and n time points, we can write
n ×v is formed using the fMRI data such that the kth row is formed by flattening the volume image data of v voxels into a row. The rows of X are indexed as a function of time from one to n and the kth row vector of S is the kth spatial map. The assumed kth mixing column vector of A represents the time course for the kth spatial map.
Previous statistical analysis on fMRI data show that the real part x r and imaginary part x i of fMRI data are Gaussian distributed. This result agrees with the ICA model since the mixtures of independent random variables tend to be Gaussian distributed by the central limit theorem. Given Gaussian distributed x r and imaginary part x i , it is straightforward to show that the magnitude of x is Rician distributed [26] . It has also been shown that the distribution of phase is bimodal with two peaks at ψ/2 and ψ/2 − π where ψ is the phase of the circularity coefficients [27] . When complex ICA is performed on fMRI data, bivariate nonGaussian distributions are assumed on the sources s. For a given fMRI dataset x, ICA estimates the unknown A and s simultaneously. The task of the ICA algorithm is to determine a weight matrix W such that y = Wx = PDs, where P, a permutation matrix, represents the permutation ambiguity and D, a diagonal matrix, represents the complex-valued scaling ambiguity of ICA. As we can observe, x = As = A s where A = AD −1 and s = Ds. Therefore, there are infinitely many solutions of A and s since D is an arbitrary diagonal phase rotation matrix. That is, for the general ICA problem, it is impossible to recover the original scale of the sources, which in the complex case includes a magnitude and a phase term.
Besides using a fixed nonlinearity, many complex ICA algorithms also assume that the sources are circular, such as the complex fastICA algorithm and the circular Infomax algorithm. However, the preprocessing of the phase data is likely to lead the fMRI data to be noncircular [28] . In Fig. 1 , we show an example of the scatter plot of fMRI data averaging over the model time course which clearly demonstrates the noncircular nature of fMRI data. Therefore, it is desirable to relax the assumption of circularity so that the estimated source distributions are not constrained. In addition, as we have discussed in the introduction, it is desirable to match the source distributions during the ICA estimation process. In the next section, we introduce such adaptive ICA algorithms.
B. Adaptive Complex ICA Algorithms
A-CMN algorithm:The adaptable complex maximization of nonGaussianity (A-CMN) algorithm [21] , [23] uses a complex generalized Gaussian distribution (CGGD) model for the underlying sources. The form of the CGGD density model is given as
is the augmented source vector,C is the covari- 2 and c is the shape parameter. Using this CGGD model, both subGaussian (c > 1) and superGaussian (0 < c < 1) sources can be modeled through the flexible shape parameter, and we can model both circular and noncircular sources through the estimation of the covariance matrix. The A-CMN cost function is defined as
where y is the estimated source in a deflationary mode. The shape parameter c and covariance matrixC are estimated online using a maximum likelihood estimator. This online adaptation modifies the cost function to match each source distribution and improves the overall performance. When the covariance matrixC is fixed to be an identity matrix and only the shape parameter c is estimated, we obtain a circular version of the A-CMN algorithm. The other algorithm in the MN group is complex fastICA algorithm. Complex fastICA algorithm is closely related to the A-CMN algorithm and also maximizes the nonGaussianity. The cost function used by complex fastICA algorithm is defined as J(y) = E{G(|y| 2 )} where G is some fixed nonlinearity. A typical choice of G is G(x) = log(x + a) where a is some small constant.
Complex ICA-EBM algorithm:
The complex ICA-EBM algorithm uses the minimization of the mutual information principle, which is equivalent to ML, to perform source separation. The cost function can be written as [24] 
where H(y k ) is the entropy of the kth spatial map. Instead of estimating H(y k ) directly, complex ICA-EBM estimate the tightest bound of the entropy by assuming that the density of the sources is either weighted linear combinations or elliptical distribution. Complex ICA-EBM can obtain a reliable estimate of the bound of entropy by solving for the maximum entropy distribution that maximizes the entropy under certain constraints. The associated maximum entropy distribution includes many bivariate distributions, such as Gaussian, uniform, (double) exponential, Student t, and GGD. Let us define two density forms as
where G m is one of a set of pre-determined measure functions and the parameters A, a, b, and c are solved by using some normalization constraint, the associated maximum entropy distribution of s could be Ap(s r )p(s i ) or Aq(|s|) for two different entropy bounds. Four function forms of G, including the unbounded fourth order symmetric and bounded second-order asymmetric, are considered for the first entropy bound where the density is weighted linear combinations. Two function forms of G, including fourth order symmetric and first order asymmetric, are considered for the second entropy bound where the sources are elliptical distributions. Among all the entropy estimates, only the minimum one is used as the final estimate of the entropy. The other algorithm in the ML group is the circular Infomax algorithm. Circular Infomax algorithm uses the ML principle, which is equivalent to the principle of minimization of mutual information used by complex ICA-EBM. As shown in [20] , the nonlinear score function of circular Infomax used to associate the superGaussian densities takes the fixed form
where only the magnitude of the data has been considered and all the phase information has been discarded. Therefore, the density model assumed by complex ICA-EBM is more flexible than circular Infomax. It should be noted that the MN group, i.e., the A-CMN algorithm and complex fastICA algorithm, both impose the unitary constraint on W. In contrast, the ML group, i.e., the ICA-EBM and circular Infomax algorithm, do not impose such a constraint. As expected, constraining the set of solutions, i.e., constraining the demixing matrix affects the performance, and the ML group will have better performance than those in the MN group when all other variables are the same as shown in [15] with simulated data. However, constraining the demixing matrix to be unitary allows for the implementation of a deflationary mode [17] , which provides flexibility in density matching. In addition, in deflationary mode, one can only extract sources of interest and can easily include constraints in this class of algorithms. Hence, both classes of algorithms have certain advantages.
III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. fMRI Data
The dataset used in this paper was from 16 subjects performing a finger-tapping motor task while receiving auditory instructions. IRB-approved informed consent at the University of New Mexico was obtained from all the participants. The paradigm had a block design with alternating periods of 30 seconds on (finger tapping) and 30 seconds off (rest). The experiments were performed on a 3T Siemens TIM TRIO system with a 12-channel radio frequency (RF) coil. The fMRI experiment used a standard Siemens gradient-echo EPI sequence modified to store real and imaginary data separately. We collected data from a 12-channel RF coil and combined them (internally by Siemens) in an optimal manner based on coil sensitivity profiles. This approach for combining coils has worked well for us in previous work, such as in [29] . The following parameters were used: Field-ofView (FOV)= 24 cm, Slice Thickness= 3.5 mm, Slice Gap= 1 mm, Number of slices= 32, Matrix size= 64 × 64, TE= 29 ms, TR= 2 s, flip angle 70 degree. We collected 15 whole head fMRI images during each 'ON' or 'OFF' period. Data collection was prefaced by a 12 second rest period that was collected to allow for T1 effects to stabilize. The preprocessing of the data was similar to the procedures used in [30] . The magnitude and phase images were written out as 4-D nifti files using a custom reconstruction program on the scanner. Preprocessing of the data was done using the SPM5 software package [31] . Magnitude data were coregistered to compensate for movements in the fMRI time series images. Images were then spatially normalized into the standard Montreal Neurological Institute space. Following spatial normalization, the data (real and imaginary images) were slightly subsampled, resulting in 53 × 63 × 46 voxels. Motion correction and spatial normalization parameters were computed from the magnitude data and then applied to the phase data. Then the real and imaginary images were both spatially smoothed with a 10 × 10 × 10 mm 3 full width at half-maximum Gaussian kernel. It is important to note that, in the following analysis, the ICA estimations were performed in a complex form, i.e., the data are in Cartesian form, and that the magnitude and phase are not processed separately. The magnitude images and phase images shown in the following sections are for display purpose only.
B. Denoising
First, we applied the quality map phase denoising (QPMD) method presented in [32] to generate a mask to minimize the effects of noise in the phase of the fMRI data. The binary mask generated by QPMD identifies the good quality voxels in each fMRI slice for every fMRI data volume obtained at every time point. Then the fMRI data were multiplied by the mask and smoothed for the real and imaginary part separately. The original dimension of the fMRI data for each subject is 153, 594 × 165 where the number of voxels in all the slices is 153, 594, and the number of time points is 165. After masking and smoothing, the dimension decreased to approximately 50, 000 × 165. Then we performed 10 ICA estimations for each subject and calculated the averages across 16 subjects in order to provide a fair comparison.
C. Data Dimension Reduction
Since the original data dimension 165 is relatively high for the complex ICA algorithms to process, data dimension reduction is required for further ICA processing. A common approach of data dimension reduction used for feature extraction is principal component analysis (PCA) [17] , which is linear. For a realvalued n × 1 random vector x, PCA can be used to reduce the dimension of x from n to p by using z = M T x where the matrix M is composed of p eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of x corresponding to p largest eigenvalues. Here we consider the extension of PCA to the complex domain by considering the covariance matrix C of x where C = E{xx H }. To determine the optimal order p, the most common approach has been using information theoretic criterion (ITC), as in [33] , where the two underlying assumptions are that the data are assumed to be multivariate Gaussian distributed and the noise within the data is white and uncorrelated with the signal of interest. Any ITC such as Akaikes's information criterion (AIC), Kullback-Leibler information criterion (KIC) and the minimum description length (MDL) can be used for the complex-valued fMRI data [11] , [34] . In the experiments, we tried different orders and found that 26 was a reasonable number that provided a good tradeoff between preserving much of the information in the data while reducing the size of the results, thus making the analysis and interpretation less intensive. As observed in the experiments, the estimation results were not sensitive to small changes in the order.
Therefore, we applied complex PCA to reduce the dimension of time points from 165 to 26 for each subject, where the PCA weighting matrix M was composed of the first 26 significant eigenvectors of the covariance matrix of the data. Next, we applied the four complex ICA algorithms, A-CMN, complex fastICA, complex ICA-EBM, and circular Infomax to the dataset to find a demixing matrix W and the estimated spatial map s = Wz for each algorithm. The resultant mixing matrix B estimated by ICA algorithms was used to back-reconstruct the time courses for each subject, which was (M T ) + B with the superscript + denoting the pseudoinverse.
D. Consistency Analysis Using Complex ICASSO
For each subject, we performed 10 ICA estimations for each algorithm with different initial conditions. Since the ICA estimates for iterative algorithms change for different runs, the issue of consistency of the estimates needs to be addressed. For the real-valued case, a toolbox, ICASSO has been developed to evaluate similarities among multiple estimates of the fastICA algorithm [1] . ICASSO collects the components estimated from all runs and then matches components across runs by clustering components based on the absolute value of the correlation between squared source estimates. We modified the toolbox and made it available for the complex case as well. The similarity measure used in real-valued ICASSO for clustering is based on the correlation matrix R where R = E{ss T } = WCW T . For the complex case, since the source spatial maps are complex valued, we can consider the correlation matrix between the magnitude spatial maps or the phase spatial maps. Since the resultant magnitude spatial map was more informative in the experiments, we used the correlations between the magnitude of the estimates to perform the clustering. The clustering of the estimated components is expected to yield information on the reliability of the estimation.
If the ICA algorithms give consistent results over different runs, the output of ICASSO will have 26 compact clusters for each subject and each cluster will have 10 members. More importantly, complex ICASSO is used for determining the centrotype of 10 runs that has the highest correlation with other members within one cluster. It should be noted that this centrotype is not the average of all the members within one cluster. For each subject, there are 26 centrotype estimates for each algorithm.
E. Bivariate Thresholding with Mahalanobis Distance Metric for Single Subject
For real-valued ICA on the fMRI data, after the ICA estimation, the images were converted to Z-score and thresholded at |Z| > a where a is a predetermined positive constant. It is generally understood that the ICA Z-scores are used for descriptive purposes and do not have statistical interpretation similar to t-test results [2] . However, this Z-score value represents the distance between the value of the original pixel and the zero mean in units of the standard deviation of the image.
For the complex case, we can have three different thresholding schemes for each complex-valued voxel: thresholding only the magnitude of the data, thresholding only the phase of the data, and thresholding both the magnitude and phase of the data jointly. The results of the experiments showed that the last one, bivariate thresholding, provided the best performance. We define a Mahalanobis Z-score using the Mahalanobis distance metric for the bivariate thresholding. The metric is given by
wheres = s r s i and s = s r + js i is a complex-valued voxel in the fMRI spatial map s, where we assume the spatial map is centralized and Cs is the 2-by-2 covariance matrix ofs. For a 1-by-v estimated complex-valued spatial map s or equivalently a 2-by-v real-valued spatial map, the 2 × 2 covariance matrix Cs is calculated using all the voxels and, hence, there is one Mahalanobis Z-score for each voxel. In the experiments, after the ICA stage, the images were converted to Mahalanobis Z-score and thresholded at D M (s) > a where a is a predetermined positive constant. Mahalanobis Z-score is preferable to the univariate Zscore because it takes the bivariate nature and, more importantly, the noncircular nature of the complex data into account. This Mahalanobis Z-score represents the distance between the value of each voxel and the zero mean in units of the standard deviation of the image. It is computed for a single subject and not across multiple subjects. After the Mahalanobis thresholding, we were left with three sets of images: the Mahalanobis image, i.e., the Mahalanobis Z-scores), the real image and imaginary image (or the magnitude image and phase image). Of course, the Mahalanobis image can be used on its own [35] . However, here we are using the Mahalanobis metric as a mask to determine the thresholded magnitude images and phase images.
F. Construction of Bivariate t-map for Multiple Subjects
For a group of subjects, we can define a bivariate t-map using the Hotelling T 2 -Test. The Hotelling T 2 -Test is defined as [36]
where N is the number of realizations of random vector s. For Hotelling T 2 -Test, <s > in (2) represents the sample mean vector of a set of realizations from multivariate Gaussian distributed s. For a group of subjects, we can calculate the mean image <s > of 16 subjects, where <s > represents the sample mean vector of 16 2 × 1 vectors for each voxel. The covariance matrix Cs is also defined with respect to the 16 2 × 1 vectors, where each 2 × 1 vector is treated as a realization of a 2 × 1 Gaussian random vector. Therefore, we can construct an image of size v using (2) and the value of each pixel represents a Hotelling T 2 value, where we have assumed that the 16 2 × 1 vectors for each voxel are the realizations of a multivariate Gaussian distribution. Such an image might be called a group bivariate t-map. It should be noted that 16 may be too small as a sample size and the multivariate Gaussian distribution across different subjects is also assumed for simplicity.
G. Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) Analysis
A receiver operating characteristic curve is a graphical plot of true positive rate (TP) versus false positive rate (FP) for a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied. Similar to the ROC analysis in [37] , here we define that the probability of true positives (TP) represents the normalized number of voxels that survive the threshold and that fall inside the motor cortex mask. Similarly, the probability of false positive (FP) is defined as the normalized number of voxels that pass the threshold and fall outside the motor cortex mask. Each quantity is normalized with respect to the number of all the voxels in the mask for TP or the number of voxels outside the mask for FP. Comparison of the ROC curves for different algorithms is done by comparing their respective area under the curve (AUC). Better performance, as measured by the larger AUC, indicates overall higher sensitivity and specificity at the various thresholds used in the ROC curves. Higher sensitivity means that a higher number of voxels are identified as active. Similarly, an increase in specificity indicates that a large number of the additional identified voxels are located inside the motor cortex area mask. However, we noted that such ROC curves should not be interpreted as the traditional ones since we do not have the ground truth available. 
IV. RESULTS
To demonstrate the performance of the algorithms, two components were considered for this fMRI dataset: a task-related motor component and a nontask-related temporal component. The motor component is defined as the right motor activation area responding to the task, while the temporal component is a commonly identified resting network occurring in the bilateral temporal lobe. These two components were consistently estimated by all four algorithms. To compare their performance, we consider the following measures:
1) the number of activated voxels for both components; 2) the maximum activation value for both components; 3) the correlation between the estimated time course and a model time course for the motor (task-related) component, where the model time course was generated by convolving a temporal model of the on-off task with a canonical hemodynamic response function.
In addition to the above measures, we also show some typical results of complex ICASSO and the bivariate t-map, which show significant activations across 16 subjects for each algorithm.
A. Comparison of Numbers of Activated Voxels and Maximum Activation Values in the Region of Interest
To count the number of activated voxels for an activation map, we used WFU Pickatlas [38] to create the mask by selecting different areas of the brain. We created two masks for the right motor component and the bilateral temporal component. These masks included neuronal areas that were expected to be activated during the task as well as those in the temporal lobe. The areas included in each of the two masks are as follows: 1) Right motor task-related: Brodmann areas 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6. 2) Bilateral temporal lobe: Brodmann areas 20, 21, 22, 37, 38, and 42.
After the identification of the right motor and the temporal component, the resultant spatial maps were thresholded at D M (s) > 2. Then we counted the number of voxels in the estimated components that overlapped with the corresponding masks for each algorithm and each subject. The average number of activated voxels for the right motor component with all the subjects are displayed in Table I . As shown in the table, the number of activated voxels estimated by the adaptive ICA algorithms were larger than the number estimated by nonadaptive ones within each group. The number of activated voxels was 728 for A-CMN and 622 for complex fastICA for the MN group. The number of activated voxels was around 761 for complex ICA-EBM and 667 for circular Infomax for the ML group. Therefore, an average of 14 to 22 percent more activated voxels were estimated for the right motor component when using adaptive ICA algorithms. This increase in activated voxels for the adaptive ICA algorithms was also found to be insensitive to the threshold used.
The results for the temporal component are also displayed in Table I . As shown in the table, the number of activated voxels estimated by the adaptive ICA algorithms was larger than the number estimated by nonadaptive ones. However, the advantage of using adaptive nonlinearity was not as obvious as it was for the motor component. For the MN group, the number of activated voxels was 1855 for A-CMN and 1782 for complex fastICA. For the ML group, the number of activated voxels was around 1912 for Complex ICA-EBM and 1829 for circular Infomax. Therefore, an average of 4 to 7 percent more voxels contributing to the temporal component have been estimated by the adaptive ICA algorithms.
The maximum D M (s) values are displayed in Table II . For this case, the A-CMN algorithm achieved the best performance with the circular Infomax algorithm closely behind. The complex fastICA algorithm obtained the lowest activation value for both of the two components. It was noted that complex ICA-EBM always had a lower maximum D M (s) than the circular Infomax algorithm. However, all the D M (s) values were quite close when we consider the standard deviation.
B. Comparison of Correlation Values Between the Estimated Time Courses and Model time Course
The correlations between the estimated time course and the model time course are displayed in Table III . As shown in the table, the phase timecourses estimated by the adaptive ICA algorithms showed a higher correlation with the model timecourse. We had an average of 16 percent higher estimation on the phase timecourse for the motor component. An example of timecourses estimated by A-CMN algorithm along with the complete spatial map is shown in Fig. 2(a) , where both the magnitude timecourse and phase timecourse have correlation values as high as 0.83 with the model timecourse. As a comparison, one sample estimate by complex fastICA algorithm is shown in Fig. 2(b) . The two figures together are representative examples which demonstrate that the A-CMN algorithm results in timecourses that are highly correlated with the model versus complex fastICA. 
C. Results of Consistency Analysis
For the discussion of consistency of all the four algorithms, one typical result is given in Fig. 3 where the result is from complex ICA-EBM for one subject. In the figure, each estimate is plotted as a point on the display, and a convex hull (the gray lines) bounds the estimates belonging to the same cluster. The points are connected with lines whose thickness/color represent the similarities between them. Red lines indicate that there are high correlation values between the estimates. The ICASSO results of other three algorithms were all similar to Fig. 3 and there was no significant difference between the consistency results of adaptive ICA algorithms and nonadaptive ones. In the figure, there are 26 clusters. For the ideal case, i.e., the results of 10 runs are identical, we will expect that there are only 26 dots in the figure. As observed from the figure, cluster 1 is quite compact, which indicates high consistency of performance of ICA-EBM algorithm for estimating this component. Actually this cluster represents the right motor component. Cluster 3 is TABLE III  PHASE TIMECOURSES ESTIMATED BY THE ADAPTIVE ICA ALGORITHMS HAS  HIGHER CORRELATION WITH THE MODEL TIMECOURSE THAN THOSE  ESTIMATED BY THE NONADAPTIVE ONES WITHIN 
D. Results of Bivariate t-maps and Difference t-maps
As observed from previous results, there were some variations among different subjects. Using the Hotelling T 2 statistic defined in (2), we can construct a bivariate t-map for each algorithm to check for voxels that are significant active across the 16 subjects. However, the fMRI images estimated by the ICA algorithms have phase rotation ambiguity and we cannot simply apply the T 2 -test. The phase ambiguity, as explained in Section II-A, is due to the ICA model x = As. As we can observe, x = As = A s where A = AD −1 , s = Ds and D represents a diagonal matrix whose entries are complex, and hence include a magnitude and phase part. Therefore, there are infinitely many solutions of A and s since D is an arbitrary diagonal phase rotation matrix. That is, for the general ICA problem, it is impossible to recover the original scale of the sources, which in the complex case includes a magnitude and a phase term.
Therefore, we need to perform the phase rotation on each estimate to ensure that the largest magnitude of the estimate Table IV , the A-CMN algorithm detected larger number of voxels than complex fastICA and the ICA-EBM algorithm detected larger number of voxels than circular Infomax.
We can also compute difference t-maps for the comparison of algorithms. Given any two sets of estimated spatial maps with voxels X ij k and Y ij k , where X ij k denotes the kth voxel in the jth component of the ith subject, each voxel of 16 difference images are calculated as D ij k = X ij k − Y ij k . The difference images of 16 subjects were calculated first, then a T 2 -test was performed. The resulting difference t-maps of A-CMN and complex fastICA is shown in Fig. 4(a) and the resulting difference t-maps of ICA-EBM and circular Infomax is shown in Fig. 4(b) . Since the bivariate t-maps measure the relative difference in the activation values across subjects, we observed that A-CMN algorithm showed significantly higher activation within the motor area for the MN group. Similarly, ICA-EBM showed significantly higher activation within the motor area for the ML group as well.
E. Results of ROC Analysis
In Fig. 5 , we show the results of ROC curves for the two classes of algorithms. As observed from the figure, within each class, the adaptive ICA algorithms had larger areas under the curve (AUC), which implied higher sensitivity and specificity. As observed from the ROC curves, for a given false positive rate, results of the adaptive ICA algorithms achieved a higher true positive rate than the nonadaptive ones. We also note that the difference between the AUC of A-CMN and complex fastICA is greater than the difference between the AUC of ICA-EBM and circular Infomax. The gain in the ROC curves for adaptive ICA and nonadaptive ICA within each group was scaled down because of the nature of normalization we had to employ in the generation of these curves. Different from the case, where artificial maps were used such as in [37] , here the normalization was performed with respect to the mask, which was determined using a liberal definition of activation areas due to the nature of masks used in such studies [14] , [30] , [40] . As such, the ideal detection is not when all the voxels within the mask area are active, hence the overall effect of the number of voxels within the mask is to scale down the total TP value.
Hence, based on all the performance indices, we note the importance of adaptively matching the underlying fMRI source Fig. 5 . Results show that the adaptive ICA algorithms had achieved a higher true positive rate than the nonadaptive ones for a given false positive rate, which implies higher sensitivity and specificity. The probability of true positives (TP) in the generated ROC curves indicates the number of voxels that survive the threshold and that fall inside the motor cortex mask. The probability of false positive (FP) indicates the number of voxels that pass the various thresholds and that fall outside the motor cortex mask. The gain for adaptive ICA and nonadaptive ICA within each group was scaled down because of the nature of normalization we had to employ in the generation of these curves. model for improving the performance of the complex ICA of fMRI data.
V. DISCUSSION
ICA is one of the most fruitful data-driven methods for the study of fMRI data and the use of phase information in addition to the typically used magnitude promises to provide new insights for the analysis. In this paper, we showed that, by adaptively matching the density model and relaxing the circularity assumption, more activated voxels in the task-related region were detected and the correlation between the estimated timecourse and model timecourse improved, especially for the estimation of phase. In particular, we demonstrated that the adaptive ICA algorithms, A-CMN and ICA-EBM, provided a more flexible way to extract the intrinsic features of the noisy fMRI data. In addition, we addressed important issues when performing the ICA of fMRI data in its native complex form, such as denoising, thresholding of the results for visualization, and construction of bivariate t-map for multiple subjects.
Complex ICA-EBM algorithm achieves the best performance in the simulation studies [24] and A-CMN algorithm provides competitive performance and faster convergence property [21] . The Matlab code for the algorithms can be found at http://mlsp.umbc.edu/resources.html.
MRI produces natively complex data and these adaptive complex ICA algorithms can be applied to study both healthy and diseased brains and develop potential biomarkers using the complex data. We can also potentially use this information for classification. In addition, other kinds of data, like EEG, can benefit as well as we often transform these data into a complex-valued space.
The results of using adaptive ICA algorithms for complex fMRI data show that this is a promising direction and there are some interesting future directions worth investigating: 1) In the preprocessing, we have used complex PCA to reduce the dimension of the data where only the covariance matrix is used. Other dimension reduction techniques, such as noncircular PCA and kernel PCA, may better represent the original complex valued fMRI data in a lower dimension subspace.
2) Although the two adaptive ICA algorithms provide better performance than nonadaptive ones, it should be noted that the computation cost has increased. For one subject and one run, it took about 3 to 7 minutes to run the complex fastICA algorithm. The computational cost of A-CMN algorithm or circular Infomax algorithm was similar to that of complex fastICA. For ICA-EBM, it took about 10 to 20 minutes. Therefore, it is desirable to investigate how to make adaptive ICA algorithms more efficient especially for high-dimensional data. 3) In future work, we plan to extend our approach beyond single-subject ICA to group ICA.
